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1. Introduction
Carpet manufacturing is an important field in Europe in terms of economic and
employment figures. Turkey is capable of manufacturing over %25 of whole world’s carpet
need while whole Europe’s manufacturing share is approximately over %45. It is estimated
that the number of employment in the carpet manufacturing sector is over half a million
people across European countries such as Turkey, Belgium, Netherlands, Spain, Greece,
Bulgaria, Romania and the United Kingdome. Although being a great sector, it suffers from
several issues such as the lack of qualified technical staff.
Furthermore, although carpet manufacturing is very widespread in Europe, there is not
an existent definition of some carpet related vocations such as carpet operators. Accordingly,
ISCED, the main catalogue of vocation definitions and curriculum, do not have required
competency definitions for such mentioned vocations. In contrast to the fact that European
carpet manufacturing has a critical share in the world, there is not a proper formal
education/training offered for the machine based carpet manufacturing sector and educational
opportunities that exist for carpet production only focus on hand-made carpet weaving. The
main reason of this problem is the fact that developed countries that produce the carpet
machines do not need to focus on training of carpet manufacturing because this task is
generally shifted to developing countries such as Turkey, Romania, Bulgaria and Greece
instead. That is, developed countries focus on machine and device development and
developing countries such as Turkey deal with carpet manufacturing with these machines.
Educational institutions in such developing countries generally lack this expensive and highly
technological textile manufacturing equipment.
Therefore, graduates of such institutions do not have the required practical experience
until they are employed in a sectorial enterprise. They have the required competencies
informally through practical experience and few numbers of in-service training facilities in
the company. This causes several negative results such as increase in overhead costs,
reduction in the effectiveness of the operations, economic losses and diminishes of the
competitiveness of the companies.
To address the above mentioned problems, in 2014 our project entitled “e-CarpetSchool: Online training school for machine carpet weaving” has been accepted by the
National Agency of Turkey to be funded in the scope of Erasmus+ Key Action 2. The project
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consortium is composed of public/private bodies from three countries including Turkey,
Romania and United Kingdom. The consortium will develop a novel curriculum that adopts a
new pedagogical aspect. And secondly, ICT-based learning tools such an e-learning platform
and interactive DVD based software will be constructed to present the content. The benefits of
interactive online and offline system will help overcome the major issues caused by the lack
of practical experience. The primary aim of the project is to develop a curriculum, learning
content and innovative learning tools for new graduates, students and even technical staff that
gained competencies via informal learning. While developing these, we’ll cooperate with the
carpet sector in order to define the competencies that the sector requires for each technical
staff category. Then, the learning content and tools will be developed in accordance with
these competencies and key skills. Therefore, the educational institutions that live difficulties
to give practical training opportunities to the students due to the lack of properly equipped
laboratory conditions and related expensive machines, will be able to overcome such
difficulties. As a result, the students that did not have practical education or experience and
also technical staff in the sector that works to gain competencies via informal learning will
have the opportunity to enhance their competencies and key skills by use of the project
products.
This report is prepared to analyze current status of the machinery based carpet
manufacturing sector and its needs in terms of vocational education opportunities. This study
will also be utilized internally by the project consortium to decide about the curriculum
content that will be developed as an output of the project. In order to prepare this analysis, the
project partners conducted a survey in three partner countries to observe current vocations
existing in the sector informally. Afterwards, partners have also made face-to-face interviews
and meetings with professionals from the sector. As a result of these activities, required data
to determine existing vocations and their tasks are collected. At the end of this report, a
conclusion about the vocation definitions revealed are given briefly.
The analysis to prepare this report has been done by collecting data in three partner
countries. However, because one of the partner countries of the project, Turkey, specifically
with its city Gaziantep, a region contains a carpet manufacturing cluster, is more prosperous
than the other partner countries of the project, Romania and U.K., in terms of carpet
manufacturing companies, most of the data collected was collected from Turkish carpet
manufacturing companies. Nonetheless, the authors of the report believe that the conclusions
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made by this report have universal aspects and they are not exactly specific to Turkish carpet
manufacturing sector.
This report is composed of three major sections. In the first one, an overview of the
current carpet manufacturing sector in three partner countries will be given. In the second one,
the survey conducted in these countries will be presented. And in the last section, the
conclusions about the vocation definitions will be explained.
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2. Current status of the carpet manufacturing sector
2.1. Current status in Turkey
2.1.1. Economic figures of the carpet manufacturing sector
Almost %85 of Turkey’s total carpet manufacturing is based on machinery carpet
manufacturing and Gaziantep is responsible of manufacturing %89 of whole country’s
machine carpets. In Turkey, %60 of the carpets manufactured in the country is exported to
other countries while %88 of this amount is of machine carpets and the rest is hand-made
carpets. The share of carpet sector in the country’s total export is about %1.42 as of 2014.
When the last 6 years of the sector are inspected, it can be seen that the sector almost tripled
its size in terms of economic figures. Further, industrial production index of the sector has
become around %130 which means the sector receives large amount of investments and it will
continue receiving fast investments. According to the sector representatives and authorities,
the production capacity of the sector is estimated to grow by %150 in the next 10 years. This
predicted amount seems reasonable if the data of last 7 years’ industry production index is
considered. Therefore, it is expected that the employment need of the sector will also grow by
%150 in the next 10 years.
Table 1. Share of carpet sector in Turkey’s total export
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009
2010
2014

Overall export ($)
73.426.151
85.761.134
105.925.486
132.027.196
101.629.00
113.685.989
386.068.750

Machine carpet
share (%)
0,75
0,74
0,81
0,78
0,95
1,00
1,34

Hand carpet
share (%)
0,17
0,13
0,14
0,11
0,12
0,14
0,09

Total carpet
share (%)
0,91
0,87
0,95
0,89
1,07
1,13
1,42

When Table 1 is examined, it is clearly seen that share of carpet manufacturing sector among
all other sectors responsible of Turkey’s export has been increasing recently. Therefore,
carpet manufacturing sector is a promising and growing sector which contributes significantly
to the Turkey’s overall economy. In Table 2, a few leading countries importing carpet from
Turkey are given. According to the table, Saudi Arabia, with its share of %16.9, is the leading
country to which Turkey has been exporting carpets.
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Table 2. Leading countries importing carpet from Turkey (Unit: 1,000 $)
Country
Saudi Arabia
USA
Iraq
Libya
Germany

2014
297.730
193.665
105.296
96.616
88.228

2013
267.521
152.540
104.200
153.245
76.250

In 2014, with respect to 2013, Turkey has increased the amount of carpets exported to
other countries with the exception of Libya. The reason behind the decrease in Libya is about
political advancements lived in the country. For the year 2015, according to the incomplete
data, Turkey’s carpet export has decreased by %16 and it become 458.8 million $. Table 3
presents monthly export figures for the last 3 years.
Table 3. Monthly export amount (Unit: 1000 $)
Months
January
February
March
April
May
June
July
August
September
October
November
December
Total

2012
132.653
148.773
166.442
167.710
171.988
154.500
164.713
161.427
168.925
188.448
197.339
188.174
2.013.104

2013
165.998
161.550
169.936
190.079
192.843
183.761
178.912
144.298
182.024
194.012
230.041
202.941
2.198.408

2014
178.414
177.167
191.210
204.012
194.959
200.611
181.673
159.894
222.390
207.732
224.937
215.091
2.360.104

Turkey has a great share in whole world’s carpet manufacturing sector. According to the data
presented by the United Nations covering the years between 2005 and 2009, the world’s
carpet market has been growing larger (See Table 4). The world’s leading carpet importing
countries are USA, England, Germany, Canada and Japan.
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Table 4. World’s total carpet trade (Unit: 1.000.000.000 $)
Year
2005
2006
2007
2008
2009

Trading volume
11,3
12,4
13,2
13,7
11,3
According to this data, world’s carpet trading volume has reached 13,7 billion $ by the

end of 2008. However, because some countries’ export figures are not recorded precisely
and/or they do not present true amounts to the United Nations, it is estimated that the actual
volume of the world’s carpet manufacturing trade is over 14 billion $. The share of machine
based carpet manufacturing in whole world’s carpet trade is about %84 while the share of
hand-made carpets is about %16. Between the years 1998 and 2008, the size of the world’s
carpet export increased by %50, however, its share in whole world’s trade decreased by %35
and became %0.09 of the whole world’s total trade. In this context, based on the estimations
about the sector in year 2023, it is expected that the sector will grow by %80 and reach 25
billion dollars of an economic size while its share in the world’s trade will decrease by %50
and become %0.05. Turkey’s current share in the world’s carpet export is about %8.5. With
the consideration of the fact that Turkey’s economy is growing its share in world’s trade, it is
estimated to grow by about %7.6 in each year and reach a total of 3.5 billion dollars of export
total by the year 2023. With this amount, its share in world’s total carpet export will grow by
%60 and constitute %14 of the world’s carpet export.
Currently, the USA is the leading country in machine based carpet manufacturing in
terms of the amount manufactured while Belgium is the second country in the world. As for
Turkey, it holds about %28 of whole world’s carpet weaving capacity. In the European Union
(EU), carpet manufacturing is mostly done in some regions including Belgium, Germany,
Netherlands, England and the northern France. The municipality of Gent, Belgium is at the
center of this carpet manufacturing region in Europe. Every year, a total of 1 billion m 2 carpet
is used in the European Union countries. In Asia, China, Pakistan, India and Turkey are
leading countries manufacturing carpets. Most prominent countries in the world exporting
carpet to others are Belgium, China, Turkey, Netherlands, India and the USA. Belgium is the
leading country in the world in terms of the carpet export rates. China is the second country in
the world in terms of carpet export rate. Turkey, which was the fifth country in 2005, has
increased its share and become the third country in the world exporting carpet to other
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countries. Between years 2005 and 2009, Belgium kept its leadership but its total share in the
world decreased while the share of Turkey and China increased.
As for the hand-made carpets, world’s main exporting countries are Iran, China,
Pakistan, India and Turkey. However, the hand-made carpet market is mainly dominated by
manufacturers from Iran, China and Pakistan. Therefore, briefly, the world’s leading handmade carpet exporters are Asian countries whereas western countries are leading exporting
countries in machine carpets.
Table 5. World’s leading machine carpet exporting countries (Unit: 1.000.000.000 $)
2012
China
Turkey
Belgium
Netherlands
USA

2.3
1.8
1.7
0.8
1.1

2013
2.4
2.1
2.0
1.1
1.1

2013 Share
%18
%15
%15
%9
%8

2.1.2. Employment summary
In Gaziantep, there are approximately 950 carpet manufacturing companies registered
to the Chamber of Carpet Manufacturers of Gaziantep (GHO). Gaziantep is the most
prosperous city in Turkey in terms of carpet manufacturing companies. Therefore, it is
estimated that total number of carpet manufacturing companies in Turkey is around 1500.
According to a survey considering 100 companies from Gaziantep in 2013, most of the
employees work in three major categories, namely blue-collar, white-collar and R&D. As can
be seen in Table 6, blue-collars constitute the majority of these employees with a share of
%86. This result emphasizes the need for qualified intermediate technical workers in carpet
manufacturing countries such as Turkey.
Table 6. Employment share of technical staff categories
Category
Blue collar
White collar
R&D

Share (%)
%86
%13
%1

The companies considered in the survey are also investigated in terms of the quality
management system they utilized. As a result, it was revealed that most of the companies,
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with a share of %59, did not utilize a quality management system. Table 7 presents the share
of companies according to the quality management system they utilized.
Table 7. Quality management systems utilized by companies
Quality Management System
ISO
ISO 18001
TSE
None

Share
%20
%3
%18
%59

These companies are asked about their most important problems in two fields, costs
and employment. They are required to rate given problems with numbers between 1 and 5
where 1 indicates low importance and 5 indicates high importance. By using their answers,
most important problems in cost and employment fields are determined. Table 8 and Table 9
present the results for cost and employment fields, respectively.
Table 8. Carpet manufacturing companies’ most important problems in cost category
Problem
High costs of raw material
Fluctuations in commodity prices
High cost of energy
Rate risks
Employment costs
Logistic costs

Average Rating (1-5)
4,09
3,89
3,62
3,46
3,15
2,63

According to the Table 7, companies mostly complain about high costs of raw material
because it negatively affects the profitability of the company. Further, since carpet
manufacturing requires a large investment, manufacturers also emphasized the problems
related to commodity prices.
Table 9. Carpet manufacturing companies’ most important problems in employment category
Problem
Lack of qualified employee candidates
Lack of professional managers
Lack of intermediate technical staff

Average rating (1-5)
3,47
3,37
2,84

According to the Table 8, as expected, companies report that they generally suffer
from the lack of qualified people such as carpet operators and managers. In Turkey, general
educational problems aside, the main reason behind the lack of qualified technical people is
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that there is not a formal education/training definition for the carpet manufacturing sector.
Therefore, it is obvious that work towards resolving this problem is required.
The carpet manufacturing companies are also asked about their most important needs
in the upcoming 3 years’ period. Again, they are asked to rate their answers using a number
between 1 and 5. The results of this question are given in Table 9.
Table 10. Top priority needs of the carpet manufacturing companies in next 3 years
Need
Development of new products
Improvement of the quality
Additional financial needs for investment
Branding
Exporting
Technological improvement
Expert staff
Automation systems
In-service training of the staff
Restructuring the company
Growing in domestic marker
Use of e-commerce
Finding new partners

Rating (1-5)
4,27
4,15
4,14
4,09
4,06
4,01
3,96
3,8
3,76
3,33
3,21
2,89
2,15

When Table 9 is examined, it can be seen that some of the upcoming needs are related
to employment. Moreover, considering the answers related to problems in cost and
employment categories, companies in Turkey generally suffer from lack of qualified people in
technical staff categories such as operators, technicians and so forth. Therefore, development
of training facilities targeting the carpet manufacturing sector is essential and required.
2.1.3. Current educational opportunities and facilities
In Turkey, there are many universities and other vocational schools that offer textile
related education/training programs. Most of these programs focus on general textile and its
subfields such as confection, garment, leather and footwear. Three levels of education/training
in the fields of textiles exist in Turkey at vocational high schools, vocational school of higher
education institutions and engineering faculties. Table 15 briefly presents these types of
institutions.
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Table 11. Textile related vocational training programs in Turkey
Program
Vocational
high
school
Vocational school of
higher education
Engineering faculty

Duration
4 years

Carpet training
Not existent

2 years

Graduates
Textile operator
Workers
Textile technician

4 years

Textile engineer

Only some selective courses
related to general carpet
manufacturing

Hand-made carpet program

However, as to our research on Turkey’s educational institutions offering textile
related courses, there is also a small fraction of institutions that offer carpet related courses.
These courses are generally as a part of a training program related to either hand-made carpets
or general textiles. But in both cases, the program is not directly related to machine based
carpet manufacturing. Table 16 presents the types and the number of institutions related to
carpet education in Turkey.
Table 12. Carpet related vocational training programs in Turkey
Program name
Traditional handicrafts
Carpets and rugs
Textile design
Textile engineering

Faculty/School
Vocational school of higher education
and Fine arts faculty
Vocational school of higher education
Fine arts faculty
Engineering faculty
Total

Number of
institutions
50
4
3
15
72

According to the details given in Table 16, there are a total of 72 educational
institutions that offer carpet related courses. Most of them covers only hand-made carpets
while the others mentions about the machine based carpet manufacturing slightly.
The “Traditional handicrafts” program is offered in two distinct types of institutions,
one is the Vocational School of Higher Education with a 2-years duration and the other is
Fine Arts Faculty with a 4-years duration. In both schools, only the hand-made carpet
production is mentioned and there is an emphasis on the design of the hand-made carpets.
The “Carpets and Rugs” program is offered in only 4 Vocational Schools of Higher
Education in Turkey. The program in these schools again only offer training about hand-made
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carpets and rugs. Technical details about hand-made carpet/rug production are given in this
training program.
The “Textile Design” program is a general textile related program which has a special
emphasis on designing textiles including cloths, confection, footwear and carpets. In this
program, carpet weaving process is not mentioned exactly, instead, design of the carpets
including both hand-made and machine based are mentioned. Graduates of this faculty are
generally employed as designers in the sector.
The “Textile Engineering” program is another general textile related program offering
education related to textiles in all aspects. Most of the Textile Engineering departments in
Turkey lack carpet related courses. However, in 15 of them, carpet manufacturing related
courses are offered as either elective or mandatory courses. In these courses, the whole carpet
manufacturing process in mentioned briefly.
As a result, there are several types of educational institutions in Turkey that offer
textile related programs. Only a small fraction of them offer carpet related courses or
programs. These programs generally do not cover machine based carpet manufacturing.
Therefore, there is a need about an official curricula and program related to machine based
carpet manufacturing.

2.2 Current status in Romania
2.2.1. General overview of the carpet manufacturing sector
In Romania, the textile industry is represented in almost all regions, but there is a
certain concentration in four regions: Northwest, Northeast, Center and Bucharest, which in
2007 included more than 65% of enterprises and 58% of total employment. Counties like
Timiș, Sibiu, Iași, Mureș, Maramures, Brasov and București have the largest share in national
textile industry.
The textile industry in Romania has three sub-sectors (textiles, clothing and leatherfootwear) and it is an industry with old and new companies. In the sub-sector manufacture of
textiles (yarns, threads, woven fabrics, knitted fabrics, carpets, technical textiles and home
textiles), some of the best companies are the following:
 traditional and companies operating for over 100 years: Carpatex _Brasov, Stofe
Buhusi_Bacau , Textila Oltul _Sfântu Gheorghe Covasna, Ciserom _Sebes, Transilana
_Braşov, Pantex _Brasov, Pasmatex_Timişoara, Rifil _Piatra Neamt , etc
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 new companies with important achievements in the textile field: Autoliv_Braşov ,
Sefar Sighişoara, Novafil _Gura Humorului, UCO Tesatura_Giurgiu, Taparo_Tg.
Lăpus, Desleeclama Eastern Europe _Miercurea Sibiului, Aman_Brasov, Silvania
Worstead Spinning_Simleul Silvaniei, Carreman_Botosani, RolanaTex_Botosani, etc
Regarding the woven carpet production in Romania after 1990, it was a strong fall
because of both, objective and subjective inconveniences and just after 1999, new companies
have emerged only producing handmade woven carpets:


In Cisnadie -Sibiu county there are three of them: Covtex – Feizy Factory (from 1999,
www.covtex-feizy.ro), Romtap.Prod.Com (from 2000, www.tiscatiara.com) and
StilCarpet (from 1992, www.stilcarpet.ro).



In Brasov county, there is RMC Rupea Manufacturing Company (from 2000,
www.rmcrupea.ro).
One of the world’s largest statistics portals, STATISTA made the statistic forecast, which

showed the profits of carpet and rug manufacture in Romania from 2009 to 2012, with
forecasts up until 2020. By 2015, revenues of carpet and rug manufacture in Romania are
projected

to

reach

approximately

7.92

million

U.S.

dollars

(Source:

http://www.statista.com/accounts/corporate/).

Figure 1. Forecast for the profits of carpet and rug manufacture in Romania from 2009 until 2020
(Source: http://www.statista.com/accounts/corporate)
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2.2.2 EU Regional share of carpet manufacturing
The EU is the global leader of machine based carpet and floor coverings. Key markets
for carpets produced in the EU are industrialized countries: in 2011 carpets were produced
mainly in Belgium, Germany and Italy. However, according to EURATEX, EU trade
development in sub-sector of textile and clothing in 2009 had a small amount of share for
carpets: 3% export and 1% import (The textile and Clothing Sector and EU trade policy,
http://trade.ec.europa.eu). EURATEX delivered the regional share of the European Carpet
and Rug Association (ECRA)

Figure 2. European Carpet and Rug Association – ECRA (Source: http://euratex.eu)
2.2.3 General overview of the textile sector
The key benefits over textile industry in Romania are summarized below:
 the tradition of this economic sector as a supplier of consumer goods for the

population and specific products on foreign markets;
 achievement of a surplus of products that capitalize on export;
 skilled labour, obtained at competitive prices;
 national network of professionals: 5 universities with faculties of textile industry –

clothing, located in Iasi, Sibiu, Arad, Oradea and Bucharest;
 many training facilities for the workers and technicians;
 national institute R&D Institute for textiles and leather;
 production capacity to be upgraded with a low investment effort, with immediate
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effects;
 the existence of a real competitive environment, the large number of businesses in

the field;
 Favorable geographic position to the main suppliers and sales markets.

Table 13. Export of goods in textile and leather in Romania (Unit: 1.000.000 €)
Textile products
Clothing
Leather and foot wear

2007
106,6
222,6
120,3

2008
97,9
192,4
110,1

2009
62,4
175,0
82,3

2010
73,8
204,0
105,2

2011
73,6
218,2
111,9

Table 14. Number of companies in the sector in 2011
Number of
companies
Large companies
Medium enterprises
Small enterprises
Micro enterprises
Total

Closing

Textile

175
679
1270
4199
6323

63
240
526
2135
2964

Leather an
footwear
61
357
571
1287
2276

Total
299
1276
2376
7621
11563

Table 15. Number of employees in the sector between 2007 and 2011 (Unit: 1.000)
Sub-sectors
Manufacture of textile
Manufacture of cloths
Leather and footwear

2008
36,9
229,9
76,1

2009
30,5
194,5
60,0

2010
23,3
155,0
49,1

2011
23,5
143,0
48,0

As can be seen in Table 10, Table 11 and Table 12, the textile sector including all sub-sectors
is an important figure in economic and employment fields.

2.2.4 Current educational opportunities and facilities
Romanian vocational education/training (VET) system is very similar to that of
Turkey. The vocational education in textiles are offered at vocational schools (3rd grade),
university faculties (5th grade) and technical colleges (4th grade). However, since there is not a
format education towards machine based carpet education/training in Romania.
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Table 16. Classification of educational institutions in Romania
Classification of
educational
institutions
Faculties of
Textile
engineering

Number of
educational
institutions
5

(4-years)

Faculties of
Textile Arts and
Textile Design

2

Carpet
Manufacturing
Education

Details

Iasi ( www.tpmi.tuiasi.ro ) Engineers
Arad (www.uav.ro)

Teachers

Sibiu(www.ulbsibiu.ro)

Researchers

Oradea(www.uoradea.ro)
Timisoara
(www.mec.upt.ro)

Employers

Bucuresti
(www.unarte.org)

Designers in Textiles

Cluj Napoca
(www.uad.ro)

Teachers
Researchers
Employers

High school

26

Trainers
Instructors

10

Technical
college

Workers

(2 years
education)
Vocational
schools

Technical staff
Craftsmen

14

Worker s

In Romanian there is one national system for classification of occupation and skills
named

the Classification of Occupations in Romania (COR, 2015), which has

correspondence with International Standard Classification of Occupations (ISCO, 2008) and
with the European Nomenclature of Economic Activities (NACE, 2010).
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Table 17. Classification of textile related skills in Romania.
COR 2015
731822

Occupation
Handicraft workers in handmade carpet

Study level
Vocational school
Technical college (2 years education)

731816

Weaver

Vocational school

731818

Technical staff / Instructor

Technical college (2 years education)
High school

214920

Research engineer for spinning -weaving Textile engineering , 4-years

214108

Professional engineer in textiles, leather

Textile engineering , 4-years

As can be seen in Table 14, likewise in Turkey and other European countries, there is not any
vocation definition related to machine based carpet manufacturing in Romania. Therefore, this
also proves that the outputs of the project are essential and required.
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2.3 Current status in the U.K.
2.3.1. General overview of the carpet manufacturing sector
The carpet sector in the U.K. is not very developed in terms of number of educational
institutions and carpet manufacturing companies. The only organisation in the U.K. that
claims to represent the carpet industry is The Carpet Foundation (www.carpetfoundation.com).
It is supported by the following U.K. based manufacturers:


Victoria Carpets Ltd (www.victoriacarpets.com)



Brintons Carpets Ltd (www.brintons.co.uk)



Ryalux Ltd (www.ryalux.com)



Westex Carpets Ltd (www.westexcarpets.co.uk)



Cormar Carpets (www.cormarcarpets.co.uk)



Brockway Carpets Limited (www.brockway.co.uk)



Ulster Carpets (www.ulstercarpets.com)

Both the Carpet Foundation and Victoria Carpets were contacted regarding sources of
statistical information pertaining to the U.K. carpet industry. Both organizations confirmed
that there are no public statistics available. Therefore the U.K. part of the report regarding the
current status of the carpet manufacturing sector has been compiled on the basis of
information provided by these two organizations, personal knowledge and internet sources.
The website

British Companies (www.britishcompanies.co.uk/carpets.htm) lists 31 U.K.

carpet manufacturers. These include those listed above together with the following two U.K.
companies which are specifically cited because their names are synonymous with two
methods of manufacturing carpets that are used throughout the world.


Axminster Carpets Ltd (www.axminster-carpets.co.uk)



Wilton Carpets Ltd (www.wiltoncarpets.co.uk)

There is no readily available data on the number of people employed in the U.K. carpet
manufacturing industry. According to Statista (http://www.statista.com/statistics/309218/carpets18
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retail-sales-turnover-united-kingdom-uk), the turnover in carpet retail sales declined in from 3.2

billion in 2011 to 2.8 billion British pounds in 2013. The value estimated by the Carpet
Foundation for this in 2015 is approximately 2 billion pounds – this value includes carpets
manufactured in the U.K. and imported carpets. Again, according to Statista
(www.statista.com/statistics/313672/carpets-and-rugs-manufacturing-sales-in-the-united-kingdom-uk)
the total sales value of carpets and rugs manufactured in the United Kingdom (UK) over the
period 2008-2013 ranged from 675million to 738 million British pounds. The Carpet
Foundation believes that the industry will grow by a rate of 2-3% per annum. This follows its
estimate of a 30% decline during the recent recession.
In terms of retail carpet sales and floor covering distribution, two of the largest
organizations are Carpetright (www.carpetright.co.uk) and the Headlam group plc
(www.headlam.com) respectively. Their financial results may be regarded as serving a good
indication of the U.K. carpet industry.
2.3.2. Current educational opportunities and facilities
In terms of education and training, most (if not all) of the U.K. companies train their
own operatives within the company. Huddersfield Textile Centre of Excellence offers an
optional module in carpet manufacture worth 7 credits within the level 3 Diploma in Textile
Design and Manufacture which is verified by ABC, a leading national awarding organization
within the U.K. Other than this, we are not aware of any other Higher or Further educational
or training organizations offering courses in carpet manufacture, although it is possible that
some may have courses within programmes of study that they offer. Media Innovations, the
British partner of this project, offers an e-Learning module in Carpet Manufacture that is
approved by the Textile Institute, for which a subscription may be purchased, but no formal
qualification is offered.
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3. Needs analysis survey and its results
In order to analyze current vocations informally existing in the carpet manufacturing
sector and to reveal educational/training needs of the sector employees, a survey has been
conducted in three partner countries including Turkey, Romania and England. In the first
phase of the survey, Turkish partners, Gaziantep University, Royal Carpet and Gaziantep
Chamber of Carpet Manufacturers (GHO) have arranged face-to-face meetings with the sector
representatives and professionals. The aim of the first phase was to obtain a rough idea about
which departments exist in the carpet weaving process informally. Therefore, the data
collected in the first phase helped the project partnership develop a written questionnaire to
further analyze the sector needs and vocations. In this phase, the questionnaire has been
delivered to over 250 individuals working as technical staff in different departments of 20
selected carpet manufacturing companies. The questions in the questionnaire ranged from
educational background of the workers to their specific tasks in the workplaces. This section
summarizes the results of the questionnaire quantitatively and briefly discusses these results.
What is your educational level?
Primary school
Secondary school
High school
Vocational high school
Technical college (2 years education)
Faculty (4 years education)

1
2
3
4
5
6

Figure 3. Educational background of the technical staff in the sector
The very first questions in the questionnaire focused on the educational background of
the technical staff who are responsible in the carpet weaving process. According to the
answers, most of the technical staff and workers are not graduated from university or have
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taken informal vocational education. Figure 3 presents the answers of the question about the
educational background of the technical staff. Although the technical staff who have taken
formal vocational education at school constitute a small fraction of whole workers, a second
question was asked to understand what kind of vocational education these people have taken.
If you are a graduate of a technical school, which one is your field?
Mechanical/Machine
Textile
Hand crafts
Electrical/Electronics/Mechatronics etc
Other

1
2
3
4
5

Figure 4. Vocational education fields which are received by the workers
According to the results given in Figure 4, most of the workers’ graduation fields are
not directly relevant to carpet manufacturing. Actually because of the fact that there is not a
formal education/training in Turkey and other countries, this result is not very surprising. The
fact that most of the technical staff did not receive carpet related training at school reveals
another fact that these people have learned their job mostly at their companies. To analyze
this situation, another question was asked to the professionals about where they learned their
job and how. Answers to these questions were as expected. Over %80 of all respondents told
that they learned their job at the workplace they worked. A small fraction of them answered
that their company offered in-service training facilities which helped them to learn the job.
Therefore, another fact is also revealed here: Similar to schools, companies also lack formal
training opportunities such as in-service departments.
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Where did you learn your job and how?
School
Workplace (By observing experienced ones )
Workplace (By trial and error )
Workplace (By help of an external course provided by the
company)
Workplace (By help of in-service training facilities )

1
2
3
4
5

Figure 5. Places from where technical staff learned their job
Since workers mostly learn their job at their workplaces, another question comes into
prominence: How many years of experience is required for a person to be qualified enough
for the job? This is a kind of question hard to answer. Therefore, another similar question is
asked to them to learn how many years they have been working in the sector. Figure 6
presents the result of this question.
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How long have you been working in the carpet manufacturing industry?
1 year or less
1
1-3 years
2
3-5 years
3
5-10 years
4
10 years or more
5

Figure 6. Years of experience the workers have
According to the Figure 6, most workers have great experience in terms of years they
worked. Over %60 of respondents told they have been working over 5 years. This reveals that
being as qualified as the sector needs requires many years of work – in this instance over 5
years of work. This result can also be connected to the lack of formal education which may
reduce the time required to train an individual. Another main cause behind the long adaptation
period that a worker needs is the lack of formal training in the workplaces. New employees
are generally supposed to learn the job by themselves by observing, trying and asking
questions to more experience ones. As a result, this kind of learning approach lengthens the
learning process. In order to determine the existence of this situation, a question was asked to
the professionals about whether they received any training in their workplace.
According to Figure 7, most of the workers, almost %60 of them, did not receive any
training at their workplace. Only a small fraction of them, nearly %15, told that they received
some kind of training offered by the workplace for a period of time at least 3 months.
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Have you ever received any training in your workplace? If yes, how
long?
I’ve never had
1
1 week or less
2
1-4 weeks
3
1-3 months
4
3 months or more
5

Figure 7. The amount of training workers received in their workplace
Another question was also asked to understand whether the workplaces gave some
kind of training by help of an external education/certification center. The workplaces may not
have in-service training facilities and experts but they could use subcontractors to offer
required education to the new employees. According to the answers given to the relevant
question, most of the workers did not receive any training given by external education centers
and/or financed by the workplace. A small fraction (nearly %10) of them told they received
some kind of training besides their workplace. Figure 8 presents the results of this question.
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Have you received any training about machine carpet manufacturing
besides your workplace?
Yes
1
No
2

Figure 8. Results of External training financed by the workplace
Only over %10 of the workers answered YES to the previous question. They are also
asked about the amount of training time they received. The answers were mixed but the
option “9 months or longer” come slightly into prominence with a ratio of %45. Over %25 of
the workers responded with the option “1 week or less”.
If the answer to the previous question is YES, how long was this
training?
1 week or less
1-4 weeks
1-3 months
3-9 months
9 months or longer

1
2
3
4
5

Figure 9. The amount of training time received by the workers
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By making face-to-face interviews and meetings with sector professionals and
representatives, a few informal departments in which technical staff work has been
determined. These departments, or in other words “vocations”, are as follows: Winding,
Warping creel team, Creel worker, Tie-in and drawing-in worker, Weaving machine operator
and master/head of masters. Figure 10 presents the share of technical staff in each staff
category mentioned.
Please choose departments/positions that you worked in (You may choose
more than one option):
Winding
1
Warping creel team
2
Creel worker
3
Tie-in and drawing-in worker
4
Weaving machine operator
5
Master
6

Figure 10. Share of technical staff in each vocation category
According to the results given in Figure 10, carpet weaving operators constitute the
majority of technical staff in the carpet manufacturing process with a share of almost %40.
Therefore this can also be evaluated as it can be selected as the first vocation for a formal
training program.
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Which departments/positions that you worked in mostly require
training and help?
Winding
Warping creel team
Creel worker
Tie-in and drawing-in worker
Weaving machine operator
Master
Head of masters

1
2
3
4
5
6
7

Figure 11. Vocations that require most training
A new employee in an establishment is not assigned to a specific task in the first place.
Instead they are given the most basic tasks and their jobs are changed in time as a result of
their developments. In the carpet manufacturing process, “winding” worker requires less
training, therefore all workers, if they haven’t got prior experience, are assigned to the
winding department. Therefore, the vocations in our questionnaire are ordered according to
the level of expertise they require. Considering this fact, weaving machine operator requires
the most training when compared the others. In order to clarify this fact, a relevant question is
asked to the staff and their answers are given in Figure 11. As expected, most of them
answered with “Weaving machine operator”. However, another vocation also came into
prominence, the “Creel worker” vocation. Consequently, it is obvious that the curricula and
learning tools to be developed in the project should mostly focus on these vocations.
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If you feel the need, are you able to find any documents (tutorials,
books, technical manuals, and CD/DVD or internet resources) about
your job?
I don’t look for/I can’t find
1
Rarely yes
2
Sometimes
3
Usually
4
Always
5

Figure 12. Availability of the documentation related to carpet manufacturing
As a result of asked questions and their answers, it became obvious that some of kind
of training is required for technical staff working in the carpet manufacturing process. The
vocation definitions that require the most training has been revealed as “Weaving operator”
and “Creel worker”. Before developing the learning tools within the project, we also wanted
to make sure whether some kind of documentation related to carpet manufacturing vocations
are available or not. Technical staff mostly responded that the documentation is not available.
According to Figure 12, a great deal of individuals responded with “I don’t look for/I can’t
find” documentation related to the vocations. This result supports the claim of our project
about the unavailability of formal documentation/training/education on the process of
machine carpet manufacturing. Therefore, the products that will be obtained as a result of the
project will be beneficial for the technical staff in the sector. However, we again wanted to
determine whether is conclusion is true or not by asking to the technical staff.
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We plan to develop educational/training material including documents
and videos about your job and publish it via DVD/CD and internet. Do
you think the material may be beneficial and you may want to have
them in order to train yourself?
Yes
1
No
2

Figure 13. Answers of technical staff about the potential affectivity of the project products
Most of the technical staff answered to the question given in Figure 13 positively. %70
of them thought that the project products would be beneficial to them while %30 them
responded negatively. Strangely, given the fact that the products will be free of charge, they
still thought they would not be willing to access them. The reason behind this result may be
the fact given in the first question of the survey: Most of the workers did not receive formal
education and they are far from utilizing official documentation such as books and manuals
properly. Therefore, they may have thought that the project outputs would be based on printed
books and thus they responded negatively. To understand this point in detail, a last question
was asked to the respondent about which formats of learning tools they think will be
beneficial for them. The answers were mostly as expected. The technical staff mostly
preferred to see multimedia based learning tools such as videos with a share of over %40. The
share of those who preferred printed books and such documentation was approximately %28.
Surprisingly, the number of technical staff that preferred e-learning and interactive DVD
software was lower than expected. Again, this result may also be linked to technical staff
being unfamiliar with the e-learning and such other software. Figure 13 presents the results of
this question.
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Which formats mentioned below will be most beneficial if the
developed training material will be published?
Books (Printed)
Interactive DVD program
Internet (e-Learning)
Videos (Including offline versions and YouTube videos)

1
2
3
4

Figure 13. Answers to question about specific format of learning tools
As a result, the survey showed us the preliminary claims of the project were mostly
true. These facts can be briefly given as follows:


Most of the technical staff lack formal vocational education



They mostly learn their job at the workplaces informally by observing and asking



Gaining required qualifications for a machine carpet worker takes a long time over 5
years



Technical staff mostly expects that the project products may be beneficial to them



The learning items should be presented in more visual ways rather than printed books
and manuals.



“Carpet machine operator” and “Creel worker” are most prominent vocations to be
selected for any formal training/education.
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4. Conclusion
This report aims to reveal required skill and competencies for employees in the carpet
manufacturing sector. To this end, the project partnership conducted a survey in three partner
countries and further they made face-to-face interviews/meetings with sector professionals.
As a result, some key facts are revealed including the need for official training for machine
carpet manufacturing and some key vocations existing informally in the sector. The
determined vocations through our analysis are:


Maintenance person of carpet weaving machine



Person in charge of carpet weaving machine department (engineer)



Headman of carpet weaving machine department (foreman, technician)



Carpet weaving machine operator



Master of warping department



Warp changer man



Draw-in worker



Creel worker



Creel team member



Package winding worker



Shift master



Head mechanic

Not all vocations require the same level of training therefore we also determined
which vocations require which types of graduates. For instance, the person in charge of carpet
weaving machine department should be an engineer, therefore, that person should be a
graduate of 6th level education (engineering). For all determined vocations, required grades
are also determined. Consequently, we had a range of grades starting from 2nd grade to the 6th
one. The 2nd grade is the lowest level in which the worker generally does not require a formal
training/education. These types of workers are employed without a prerequisite and they are
trained in a short amount of time in the company. As for the 3rd grade, this kind of workers
does not receive formal education at school but they have a certificate issued by an expert
educational institution. The rest of the grades between 4 and 6 require some kind of formal
education/training received from schools. In respective order, these grades match with
vocational high school, vocational school of higher education and engineering faculty.
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Figure 14. Determined vocations and their relationships
As can be seen in Figure 14, some vocations are subordinate to the others. For
instance, all workers are subordinate to the headman of carpet weaving machine while this
person is subordinate to the person in charge of carpet weaving machine. That is, the person
in charge of the machine is superior to all people working on the machine. Expectedly, this
kind of technical staff requires the most training.
Our analysis has revealed 12 different vocations that can be formally defined as
technical staff working in the carpet manufacturing process. However, not all these vocations
require a formal training and an education curriculum. On the other hand, it would be too
overwhelming to develop a separate curricula and learning content for all these vocations.
Therefore, in the survey phase, we also investigated which vocations require careful training
and which undertake critical tasks in the carpet manufacturing process. As mentioned in the
previous section (see Section 3), the sector professionals mostly thought that two vocations
come into prominences in terms of the amount of training required: The “Carpet Weaving
Machine Operator” and the “Creel Worker”. Therefore, the project outputs will focus on these
two vocations. The project will formally define these two vocations with their tasks,
competencies and qualifications. The learning content about these two vocations will be
compatible with the Modular Education System.
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